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There is a standard story

Philip McCann Blog - Are Britain’s Regional Divides Large or Small? A Response to Chris Giles, May 2019

In the 21st century, we need to get away from the idea that ‘Whitehall knows best’ and that all growth must inevitably 

start in London…. We will use this historic investment to level up and connect this country, so that everyone can 

get a fair share of its future prosperity.

Conservative manifesto – December 2019



It’s more complicated than that

• This applies to the evidence on regional inequalities

• It also applies to potential “solutions”



Source of the “worst inequalities”



Camden and City of London - £395,309 per head



Christopher Hatton School - £395,309 per head??



What’s happening here? Is this so bad?
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Income ranks not well correlated with GVA ranks



It’s not just at local level the boundaries are a nonsense
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What about functional urban areas? UK not exceptional



Local happiness inversely correlated with GVA/head



Net income after housing costs shows London mid table



Net income after housing costs shows London mid table



GVA differences most closely associated with skills

Source: Henry Overmans, CEP



Trouble is: people aren’t static…they move to good jobs



And there is a growing age divide with GVA effects….



Evidence that transport is poor outside London is weak

Source: Andy Haldane - BoE



Evidence that transport is poor outside London is weak



And if big infrastructure makes all the difference…..



What about more  regional redistribution? 



Conclusions

• Far from obvious we have a terrible regional inequality problem

• The data is contradictory and complicated

• Reducing inequalities in regional productivity will be difficult when it’s battling 

individual choices and trends in age and skill location

• Regional transport infrastructure as a solution lacks supporting evidence

• There is already copious regional redistribution

• And the fundamental problem is jobs in the North and housing in the South
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